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only was there delay in replacing casualties, but the
cost of the substitutes by the time they were delivered
to the Army amounted to prodigious sums. Since
72,000 camels were purchased for the Egyptian Camel
Transport Corps from one source or another, the
maintenance of the unit was no small item in the war
expenditure of the Egyptian theatre.
Before measures of compulsion were applied there
was equal difficulty in finding drivers.1 Such were the
hardships endured by all ranks serving in the Corps,
that fellahin drafted into it gave themselves up as
lost men. They might well do so : for numbers died
in field hospitals, while many others must have suc-
cumbed on return to their villages from disease
contracted on service.2 Yet despite the danger and
hardship of the work, strangely enough there was
always a small but steady percentage of drivers who
undertook to serve a second engagement: testimony
less^to the attractiveness of the life than to the per-
sonality of their leaders. Considering the apparent
indifference of the Expeditionary Force towards the
comfort of the Egyptian personnel, it is a matter of
wonder why at moments the latter did not desert in
a body to the enemy. They could hardly have been
worse off in Turkish captivity. In the first months of
1916 drivers had no uniform and only one blanket,
and with that travesty of equipment they supported
the rigours of a campaign in Sinai. Later the Corps
was better treated. The step was not taken too soon,
for Palestine was about to test the endurance of the
men more severely than had Sinai. Palestine in
winter is no country to campaign in with comfort,
and pack transport suffers most of all from the in-
clemency of the weather. Fighting units may halt to
1	170,000 Egyptians served in the C.T.C,
2	Of the drivers 220 were killed and 1,400 wounded by enemy
action.   4,000 died in the field hospitals.

